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Before advancing to themes introduced in the subsequent works, it is worth examining a little more closely
two interesting aspects of the second thesis, concerning the way in which Alexander approaches the theme of
the symbolic dimension, the emotions and the sacred. The dark side of modernity. To this end, Alexander
formulates a new version of interpretative sociology in terms set down by Weber, but also incorporating the
idea of thick description, in a sense that recuperates and updates Geertz, making it possible to access multiple
signs and their articulations, constitutive of culture. In: Wright, J. If they are found neatly folded on the beach,
it usually points to a suicide. Consideration of his dialogue with Kant would allow us, for example, to
understand the extent to which Durkheim maintains the basic architecture of the German philosopher, while
replacing the notion of transcendental reason for that of society, as well as introducing a conception of social
change much closer to Hegelian philosophy. Oxford: Oxford University Press. He also agreed with Spencer's
organic analogy , comparing society to a living organism. In the subsequent moments of his work we can note
the introduction of new explanatory layers. As such, they not only contribute to reintegrating the cultural field
but demonstrate the possibility of a culturalist approach within the discipline of sociology more narrowly
defined. In The Division of Labour in Society , Durkheim attempted to answer the question of what holds the
society together. O individualismo e os intelectuais. He argued, for example, that the categories of space and
time were not a priori. External These are criticisms from outside the positivist perspective. Hence people will
respond differently to experiences such as unemployment and divorce, they will not automatically go out and
kill themselves. Because these suicidal forces cannot be seen or measured the theory cannot be falsified - no
evidence can disprove it. Reconstructing the general architecture of cultural sociology, profoundly imbricated
with this reinterpretation of Durkheim, opens up innumerable possibilities for narrating another version of the
classics of sociology, leading to the construction of new narratives capable of transforming our potential
relationship with the history, past and future, of sociology itself. Sociology should therefore privilege
comparison rather than the study of singular independent facts. In other words, Alexander considers the
attempt to comprehend what an author means impossible - and even undesirable. In reality, it is important to
keep in mind that this morphological-structural dimension always remained a key element for understanding
social reality, as found in the discussion later developed in Suicide or even in the introduction to the theme of
collective effervescence in The Elementary Forms of Religious Life. This web of meanings acquires the status
of an objective structure, subjectivized through its internalization by subjects, thereby turning into internal
reference points for action. On the other hand, too much social integration would be altruistic suicide. Even
though reworked via many other interpretations, the concept of ritual provides the main clues to
comprehending the potential mediation between the worlds of meaning and action. Cultural trauma and
collective identity. Collective representations are and are not created by subjects; they are and are not
internalized by them. In an interview conducted with the author in , 1 when I asked him about the relationship
between his work on the theoretical logic of sociology and the development of his own theory and empirical
research, he made clear how much this general premise is central to his thought: sociological knowledge is
pervaded by the same logic, since the mind of the researcher operates according to the same processes as any
social actor. Closing ranks with Saussure and Levi-Strauss, Alexander comes to formulate an idea of culture as
a sphere autonomous from other dimensions of social life, with somewhat arbitrary meanings, generated
through the system of signs itself, articulated as a web in which the actions of subjects unfold. Value of post
mortem can be overestimated. Luhmann,  On this point, I see the proposal made by cultural sociology as
offering a contemporary and in principle much more plausible elaboration - almost aporetic - of Durkheim
concerning the spirit of autonomy as a third element of morality, constitutive of modern societies Durkheim, :
Chapters  Culture thus becomes understood as a text independent of its author - independent of a
consciousness - which presumes another form of analysis, both structural, focused on unconscious structures,
and hermeneutic, turned towards the interpretation of the meanings shared by human beings belonging to a
specific collectivity cf.


